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For Brent Bondy, property management is not just a 
profession but a heartfelt journey marked by passion 
and integrity. As the visionary behind LP Property 
Management, Bondy views the industry as a way to 
teach and motivate, with other property management 
companies as fellow teachers and motivators rather than 
competitors. 

Bondy’s journey into the field stems from a long-
standing aspiration for real estate. While he may not be 
a real estate broker, he finds immense fulfillment as a 
Residential/Commercial Property Manager and a small 
business owner.

“I may not get to sell real estate,” says Bondy. “But I do 
get to lease real estate and in this process, not only am 
I helping my clients by securing A1 tenants for their 
investment properties, but I’m also helping individuals 
and families in need to find a safe, clean and comfortable 
home to lay their head at the end of their days in peace. 
An opportunity to start LP Property Management 
presented itself nearly 3 years ago now, and it’s been 
steady progression and growth ever since.”

When asked about success stories, Bondy says that 
“everyday is a success story.” He says that being able 
to have the opportunity to alleviate stresses from both 
tenants and clients lives by helping them with their 
property maintenance and home repairs is a constant 
win. Everything that LP Property Management does 
always comes from the heart.

Outside of business, Bondy is a husband, father, and 
a family man to his core. He feels lucky to have his wife 
and sons supporting and inspiring him, and he considers 
them the driving force behind his motivation. “To the 
reader, if you made it to the bottom of this article, I 
would like to take this opportunity to say thank you! I 
feel incredibly honoured to have captured your time and 
attention. From the LP family to yours, we wish you all 
the very best of health, wealth, happiness and success in 
your lives!”
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What Brent Is Wearing
Sport Coat: Fish Named Fred
Shirt: Bugatchi
Jeans: 34 Heritage
Shoes: Blundstone


